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The subject before us this morning is modernizing educational manage-
ment. The issbe which we shall discuss was set out in 'The World Educational
Crisis' and I shall read you the section on page 120 which is relevant to our
deliberations, Mr. Philip H. Coombs wrote the following:

"The issue for us is not the-Individual ability and moral worth of
educational administrators, their devotion to duty, or their taste
for hard.work. These are often of a very high order. The issue in-
stead is whether the basic managerial arrangements of educational
systems are adequate to the tasks before them. Arethey well oriented
to these tasks? Do those responsible for major deciaiong and direc-
tion.of the syitem have thelright kinds of-specialized help and informa-
tion flows? Do they have the appropriate analytical concepts and tools
to know what is going on within the.system, to assess its performance
both internally and in relation to its environment, to size up its
options and plan its future, and to monitor the implementation of such
plans? Does the management process of the system draw on all the
available reaources - both within and outside the system - for maxi-
mum strength and effectiveness? Are the arrangements for recruitment
And career development of various aorta of management personnel. well
suited to the needs? Are there adequate means for seeing where changes
are needed in the system, for determining the best sorts of changes,
then getting them adopted?"

The central point in Mr. Coombs' valuable analysis, which we shall dies-
Cues this morning, is whether the managerial arrangements of the educational
system are adequate to the tasks before them. I shall advance as a working
hypothesis that one of the main elements of inadequacy in these arrangements
is that planning, which is the essential for change and developMent, is not
firmly integrated within administration. The concept of educational planning,
suCh as is generally accepted is too narrow and the realistic operational con-
cept, which is the necessary one,, is frequently not understood aiid applied.

I shall equate management with - administration. I do not think we need
to get involved in a theological discussion on whether administration and
management are the same thing, as for the purpose of today's discussion I
shall assume they are.

What are the concepts of administration and of planning which I shall
employ? They represent, broadly speaking, the application to education of
the ideas developed by Professor William H. Newman in his masterly .book,
which you should consult in the library, 'Administrative Action, the techni-
ques of organization and management'.(1) Professor Newman is professor a
Democratic Bubiness Enterprise at the University of Columbia, New York. las ro:

(1.) Second edition. Pitman (London) 1963. 45/-.
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work has been concentrated on the problems of administrative action in the
private sector, where profit based on efficient operation, and dismissal if
it is not achieved, is the main criterion. His analysis has, in my view
considerable interest and validity for the public sector, where the satisfac-
tion of government demands is the objective,and dismissakof either politi-
cians or civil servants is often a most difficult businens, seldom directly
related to the criterion of efficient operation.

or .1

Turning to concepts, one may, say that administration is the guidance,
leadership and control of the effort of a group of individuals towards some
common goal. Five basic processes may be distinguished in administration.

First, planning which Newman defines as "determining What Shall be
.done". This covers a\wide range of actions: olarificationsof goals,
establishment of policies, dapping out of programmes and campaigns, deter-
mining specific methods or procedures and fixingjiay to day schedules.
would .ask you to note that this definition of planning is very different
from the,idea of the plan' which, at least in one country represented
here, goes into a pigeon-hole, which is subject to political.acclaim but
about which nothing is done. It is very different it is a process in
whieh goals are defined in the light of careful study of reality and of
requirements, of establishing policies, of obtaining specific decisions,
-mapping out programmes and determining-methods and procedures, of fixing
day to day schedules..

Newman defines the. second element of the administrative process as.
organizing. I would ask you to note also that planning by, itself without
the rest of the other elements specified.is meaningless. Planning is, or
Should be, part of the total process of administration.

Organizing, is defined as grouping into administrative units the
activities necessary to draw upoand carry out the plan and defining the
relationships among the executives and workers in such units.

The third element is assembling resources, i.e., arranging the use
of executive personnel, capital, facilities and other things or services
needed to execute the plan.

The fourth element is supervising, that is, day to day guidance of
operations. This includes issuing instructions or - as it has beep pictur-
esquely put by another writer - "lighting a fire in the bellies of those
WhO are to carry them out", Co-ordinating detailed work, cultivating good
pefsonal relationships by the boss with his subordinates.

The fifth element is controlling, seeing that the operating results
conform as nearly as possible to the'plans. This has been describedby
others as evaluating. It involves establishment of standards, comparisons
Of actual results against the standard and undertaking the necessary
corrective action when performance deviates fiom the plan.

r--
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In addition to these five processes, there are non-delegated activi-
ties, such as.outside.contacts, public relations and so on. But you -Kill

observethat administration is inextricably tied to actual operations and if
planning Is to be meaningful, then planning must be inextricably tied to
this process of transforming goals and plans into reality. -

One can arao look at the subject in terms of applying the process of
administration to the defined areas or subjects. For example, in a firm
you can break down the areas of operation into sales, purchasing, production,
accounting, finance personnel and so on. In a ministry of education, you
have operational responsibility for levels of education, building, books and
equipment, purchaSes, transport, finance, etc. The process of administration
can be broken down into its major .parts and the content of operation .of this
administration can be broken down into its appropriate subject areas also.
The nub of the problem is how to use planning in this process, so that the
elements of time, space, functional structure and human behaviour are co-
ordinated to get defined jobs in the different areas. of the eduCational
system well done. .

Planning has been defined as deciding in advance what is to be done
and the plan is the projected course of action. But.there are different

types of plans. These include goals, single-use plans, standing plans and
policies They range from formulations of broad objectives down to detailed
plans forthe activity of a single individual on one day.

To begin with goala. If planning is to be meaningful there must be
clear official recognition, on an appropriately durable basis, of the goals
to be achieved: In education, a public service, recognition of goals is a
political, act, and it is frequently difficult to ensure that deoisions are
taken on the basis of the facts and the balanced -advantage. Half the
trouble when we examine existing educational plans and the. livorce of 'plans'
from planning arises from the fact that there are frequently, no clear politi-
cal directives of any duration according to which goals may be maintained,
followed through and, used as a basis for real planning. One reason for this
is political instability. I speak not only of government changing frequently
but of eels being frequently changed in the light of polnical.Oressures.
In some countries represented here, the higher civil service posti are subject
to political nomination; if the government changes the senior Civil servants
change alao and their view and advice may be at variance with those of their
predecessors. But, there is, in addition, another and more common factor,
namely that persons who advise governments and who may have-put in a lot of
'work in preparing the basil; for decisions concerning goals may find that
political pressures. are such that from one month to the next, the political
leadership changes the nature of the goals which are to be sought. Those of
us who, for example, had the chance of studying the work on educatibnal
development in the light of manpower factors in Uganda, were impressed by the
fact that despite initial acceptance of the goal of making education conform-
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in its general developmentto certain essential manpower criteria, the politi-
cal pressure for secondary general education was such that from one month to
the next, it was impossible to maintain the levels of enrolment in secondary
education roughly in accordance with the estimates which had been made of job
possibilities in the country and of the desirable balance between secondary
education and other levels and types.

0 The difficulty of formulating and acting on goals in the.,public service
is much greater than in private enterprise where profit criteria Is the most
important factor. In public organization, we have to remember that administra-
tion is public precisely because the community has decided that the interests
involved are-such as-to-be beyond the proper scope of private profit; whether
we consider defence, health or education, we see in the development.of thek
public sector a histdray of gradual movement towards public control and of sub-
sequent difficulty of public control in the light of new factors,, new pressures.
which are continually coming into being. Therefore,'one of the f'easons why
public educational management is less effective than the management of -a pri-
vate concern is precisely-because in the establishment of goals and in realis-
ing them, public administration in its operation, in its staffing, in-its
relationship with the government-is subject to a continuous, delicate anti
involved process of negotiation and adaptation in the light of a cumulative,
series of pressures.

I think we can agree that a clear recognition of goals to be achieved
is essential.if planning is to mean anything. Each executive, from the perma-
nent head of the ministry to the teacher snould,An principle, know the aims
of his particular activities. The difficulty is that, in Many cases, these
aims are not precisely formulated, they are noccconstant and they are not
adapted to change and development for ,the simple reason that, iii many4fcases,

0 the problem of defining goals for change and developMent is beyond the
administrative and political capacity of the ministry at a given time Before
administration can function clearly in. terms of forMUlation of goals, yoti have
to have certain favourable pOlitical conditions which, in the countries repre-
sented around this table are not present to the desired extent.

Let us put the problem of goals in another way. Let us say that
-keducational plans as they exist in many countries represent a series of goals
for edUcation over the long anckmedium term. They frequently take account of,,
or pay lip service to, the two Major constraints namely job possibilities and
what education should do about them and the amount of money which is likely
to be available for education. They sometimes present general proposals for
making the operation of the existing system more efficient. But their use-
fulness as plans is always immensely increased when they are supported by a
structure of single use plans and standing plans through which they can be
realised. This is at the heart of the problem of modernizing educational,
management. If the first task is to define goals in the light of analysis,
the second task is to map out a course of action to fulfil the mission taking
into account budgetary possibilities.

-it
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In plotting the course of action, the administrator can make use of
single-use plans-which.lay out the course of action to fit a specific situa-
tion and are finished when the goals are reached and standing plans which are
designed'to be used, again and again.

.

Single-use plans, include major programmes, projects and special pro-'
grammes.

0 A major programme outlines the principal steps or individual-projects'
needed to accomplish an important objective. It indicates who will be
accountable for each step and the approximate timing of each., I'ask youto
reflect .on this definition of the major programme and to ask yourself how
many plans in your countries have been accompanied by major programmes which
outlined the principal steps or individual projeOtt needed to accomplish an
objective, which state who willvbe accountable for each step and the approxi-
mate timing of each.

To take one example. Let us suppose that an educational plan con-
tains, among its various objectives, a major programs* for the establish-
ment of a system of full-time training for technician's at a defined post-
secondary level.' We can distinguish the following seven elements in such a
major programme.

(a) An employment survey to. determine job possibilities and the
necessary scope of the programme.

(b) Location, and preparation of detailed4projects for the buildini.,
of training centres.

sr.

. (c) Construction of the building schedules.
0

Training and recruitment of teachers (the hallmark of good
planning). 4

(e) Supply of books, material and equipment.

`'(f) Provision for capital and,recurrent, requirements of money.
a

(g) Ensuring the co-Operation of teachers, parents and pupils.

Major programmes have been carried out,. effectively, with all the basic
spadework,co-operation and co- ordination which:are entailed, in countries

where there is no over-all 'plan'. Where there is an over-all plan they fre-
quently have not been; planning Was not been linked with the different stages
involved in administration.

7
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The point we trt to make is %that a master programmelwhich is followed
through is the iron rule in private enterprise. Is it the iron rule in
educational administration? When you think of your own experience, how many
steps im drawing up an implementation have been adequately carried through
in. the case of a major programte for a certain type of education? If you
were to assess work in terms of this Aort.of approach, how 'would you judge
it? Would you say teat you have drawn up-and carried through a programme
reasonably adequately 1n management terms or would you say that, for-various
reasons, you left out of yourprogramme'many vital things, that your master
schedule was not clearly constructed, that the.key points were not clearly
outlined, that the major responsibilities were not clearly defined, that the
timing was not ObserVed?

The next single-use plan is the project. This can be a clear-;cut and
distinct element of a major programme, or an individual piece of work, e.g.
replacement of an inadequate school building. To take another example, the
administration of a large system of private education decideb that salary%
administration should be based on job evaluation. The initial.planntagand
work is assigned as a separate project. The following steps are involved.

(a) Organizing and staffing of the project. .

00* Setting policiee for the project:

(c) Preparing job descriptions of thsteachingstaff.

(d) .Evaluating the jobs.

(e) Making market surVeys of wage rates for comparable pcisitions.

(f) Developing a wage structure.

(g) Installing the plan.

(h) Informing and negotiating.with employees.

Special _programmes. are the third, type 9f single-pse plan. 'They deal
with one phase of operations: Unlike. projects, special programmes contain no
clear completiori date or point; they cover a cpntinuing problem. For example,
the replacement of high level personnel in the Ministry of Education. How
would you deal-with this exceptional example? The Permanent SecretarYds 58,
retirement age is 60. The Chief Education Officer is 54,-suffers from ulcers'
and alcoholism, is not very useful.' The Head of the Planning Office is 52 and

f. technically lacks a lot of.knowledge. The Finance Officer is 54; he is

o 9 3
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competent but unco-operative. The requirement is to:iievelOp a prograthme
for replacement. Ibis is the work of the personnel diviaion of the Ministry:.
It is a delicate job involving personnel selection and training of good
people-as well as considerable tact.

(i). .

Standing plans represent the bricks and mortar of education and the
day to day managbment of it. 'A standing plan covers a continued action

'which can be used again and again. One example 'is the timetable of .a de-
fined level and grade of education. Another is the method .of teaching. -

Another is the way an inspect* undertakes his duties. _When we talk about
the imprdvement of education itself we can conceive this improvement in.
terms of reform'of the standing plans of the educational system, in its'.
diverse forms of operation. This involv,ed consideration of'policies also.
Policy is a general plan of action that guides members of an enterprise in
the conduct of its operation) e.g. policy in respect of hiring teachers
according to their quali;Acations. It is important to remember that, as
far as standing plans.and policies are concerned, educational administrators
are bound by legal documents and printed instructions. Their reform Is
often a political as wellies an administrative process.

We should remember the importance of het;budEat.as an instrument for
co-ordinating effective planning. It supplements and acts as a control.for-
purposeful and integrated planning. It can help show where unproductive and
diverging work can be avoided. It,can be a guide in terms of indicating
blockages in achieving programmes. The budget is a mirror in money; terms
.of what is to be dope.- If the first task is to define the objectives in
the light of analysis, the second task is to map out the single'Use and
standihg plans taking into account budgetary possibilities. Budget pro-

';5,gramming is the counterpart of plan implementation in terms of real resources,

L
Newman's model Of industrial .planning, SWhich I have-statedin its

crude essentials, 'gives tweetool with which to appi-oach the. operation of.
the ,basic managerial arrangements of education. /

9 -)'

I have not sought'tO sHow that an educational 'plan' is suseless,.nor 't
do I believe that it is. But when we talk about planning we tend to equate .-
'it with goal-thaking at the.highest level. When we look at a perspective plan
we may find that it is the intellectual basis, the analytical basigi for the
long7term development of education. But we do not know to what extett.the '

politicians, who have approved' the.plan, have assured tfiemselves. about the
appropriate breakdown of the plan, realistic in budgetary terms, into single -
use plans' and new standing plans. Without these the :plan' does. not mean
much. ,

Nacr-_.7./.
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The preparation of this structure of plans is one Important part of
, the matter. All the more so since the major task is making what exists more

efficient rather thah adding more of the same prescription., But )this is not
just a task of a planning office, though such an office is elearly essential.
It is also a task for the teacher, the school inspector, the administrator,
the"high officials and the ministers. It represents an enormous amount of
collective work by which education is improved and expanded.

- The othe"r part of the matter is the rest of administration. -Every

administrator, inspector, headmaster or teacher does some planning, orga-
,nizing: assembling resources, stipervising and controlling. The pibportton,
of time spent on each will vary with the job. my essential point isptha?
the auccesS of the 'plan' will depend on the large number of people who fit
their - different types of planning into the.other activities required to-
transformWhit-dhill be done,intokwhat has been done. It is a questiOn of
attitudes and determining goals, of administrative structures and functions,
trained people and political determination..

The or anizational division of labour in lannin

A The mode 'rnization of educational administration requires that ade- ,

quate arrangements be made for the formuIatiton, decision and impfementation
of the different types of plans at four levels within.the educational system.
These levels are indicated in the chart below: From this chart you will Ob-
serve that these levels are the political level, the central professional
level and the regional/local level and the 'on-the-job' leyel.

The goals of education are decided at the first level; by the
Minister in consultation with the ,Prime Ministet and the Cabinet and,,it
crucial, the Directo? General and the Directors in the Ministry of Education.
Goals may concern the purposes of education; what is taught (e.g: the number
of hours or ancient Greek - a major issue in the Greek system)changes in
the balance between levels and types of education together with changes in
participation in education, or changes in the 'quality' of eduoation. Goals
are politically important,and therefore, ideally, the Minister should be
advised-by a Board of Education. This advice should be .the result of .the
deliberations of professional committees of the Board serviced by the
planning unit, with representatives from the main Directorates of the
Ministry of Education an4 of the main interested bodies from inside and out-
side the system, i.e. students, teachers, parents, employers and others. The
Director General of Education normally has responsibility fot working out an
agreed ptofessional position in respect to goals to be decided at the politi-
cal level.

11
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The Place of the Planning Unit Within the Educational System

if).

Minister of Finance

Prime Minister/
Cabinet

Minister of
Education

Board
Education

Director' General

Minister of
Economic
Planning

[Economic
Planning
Office

st.

Central: .

Statistics
Office

Political Parties
.Teachers4 Unions
Students' Unions
Private Schools
Industry, Parents
Associations

Directors

Director of
Budget

Services
1

Directors

Regional
Representatives

Line Directors

School System,
..Adlinistrators,

Headmasters and
Inspectors at
Regional and
Local Levels

Regional and
.- Looitl Political

and Community
Reactions

Director of
Planni Unit

4

1

Regional and,
local Project
and Programme
Formulation
and Information
Flows

1
Personnel, building, equipment, supplies, textbooks, legal advisor, etc.

2
Primary, secondary, technical, higher, adult.

I r",yid
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U

The goals of.education are reflected in the perspective plan, the five-
year plan end-in theannual budgets for education. The planning unit has
normally four major functions in relation to the preparation of these plans:

(a) the- identification of the resource implications, and of alterna-
tives : involved in giving effect to politiCal goals (e.g. raising
or the age of compulsory school attendanceby one year or a
change in the main language in which education is conducted);

4

(b) caiculation4Of total educational expenditure on the basis of,
political directives and formillating alternatives for action
within the plan or budget period. This means the coating of the
educational isupiqyi,programmes in terms of investment and also
recurrent expenditure. It means discussion of these prograMmes
with the Ministry of Economic Planning and other,bodiei and of_
suggesting priorities f6r programmes,in the light-of national

'employment possibilities; .

(0) of :proposes for programmes to meet resource require
Ments4Withinthe eduCationif Ostem;. -teachers)
equipmentmaterials and books ;.

(d)- following through the impleitentatOn Of programmes Which have ,.

-been decided. : ; 4
C observe that thialsecondleVel:of plannIng is one. in which
ihe professional work:at the Central Nationaf.level takes Olade. Three
conditiona for successful work may- be mentioned,--First that the planning
unit should have access to regular informatiokflows frOM-the regional and
local levels of the educational" systeM,Trom the other,directoratea; from
the universities and other lOodids; this inforMation concerns pupils,-
teachers,:lopildings, finance andAll the,other matters necessary for planning
Second that the planning unit, in cp7operation withOe'operational director-
ates of the Ministry, should be abIeto.preparesproposals for - Programmes

which reflect the necessary preliminary work at the project level undertaken .

at the *regional and local levels. Third that the Director and staff of the
planning unit should have adequate,cOMmunication with all Directorates within
the Ministry and.witd all the relevant Ministries ,sand bodies outside the'
Minfetry of Fducation.,,You will note that, n the Chart the Director of the
planning Worka directly to the Director General of Education but is-heirarthi-
.cally equal to the other directoi.s in the:Miniatrr. This is.an.extremely
.sensitive question and there are many solutions adopted in- practice. I have
selected this-solution because it seems that the major criterion is ability
to communicate and co-operate and a position of equality faveuri it. You
will also see that the Director Of Planning is in close contact with the
Economic Planning Office. (or the Ministry of Finance where-there is not an
Office), the Central Statistical Office, the universities -(where. they are not
controlled directly bY the.Ministry of Education) and the bodies directly
interested'in education.

a. .
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If the central, level is-primarily concerned, in planning, with the
macro or over-all. level, it is the third level, the regional and local level,
which is decisive in the formulation-and implementation of plans 'on the

ground'. In England, for example, 146 local education authorities with
responsibilities for populations:ranging from-4 million to 30,000 which draw
up the detailed projects for investment and operate them. Planning at the
central Ministry of Education and Science is concerned.for.'example with
national,programmes for change in education (e.g. comprehensive, secondary)
total finance for the school-and university system and- teacher supply. In

France, which has a greater degree of directoontrol,by the Central Govern-
ment, work by the regional educational authorities on the carte scolaire is
vital:in preparing proposals for investment in. new educational institutions
and in implementing them once-the plan has been adopted atthe national
level and money has been made. available from the budget by the central
authorities.

It is clear that the regional( and loca.laUthorities provide the
bricks and mprtar for the planning of 1projb4;ts and carrying them.Out. Here
is the Achilles heel of educational 'gaming. It the national plan is not
directlyand usefully related to. the total ofregional and lopal require-
ments for change it will be very difficult to darry"out. In other words
,!
regional and local. education officers must-have undertaken a great deal of.
preliminary'work'in,co-operation with all hose-responsible for the differ-
ent aspects of organizing, new institutions or changing existing ones in
order of feasible projects can, at the national level, add-up
to feaaible programmes. ;The machinery must'-`also. be adequate so that finance
is promptly available and contracts can be made and carried out once the
green light'comesAom the capital.

Project identification; coating. and detailed organization requires
,, experience and training. It.is.not only a techniCal.sKiii. It is also a

,plolitical,funetlon since the location and character of educational inst.'-

tutions is a matter of intense interest for many.differentgroups. Dis-
cussion and negotiation at the regional and local levels must take place
befdre any meaningful, list of projects can take place. Thus while the

total financial aria, resource limits, for regional and local. development
be indicated .byothe central aut.horities, the - detailed working out of

development will be undertaken regionally 1a;c1 locally. - This is a difficult

and time coneuming_task.

1. When it comes to implementation speed, money and a structure of

agreement are essential. To improve project implementation -is not primarily
a question of-adopting new techniques, such as critical path analysis or
programmed budgeting, though theee'can be very useful. It Is a matter of

. project preparation, arriving at the appropriate decisions and implementing

them.

. ; '

.1:1
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The fourth or.sonzthe:abltlel' concerns the headmasters, teachers,
pupils arid inspectors rwho are the link between the centre and the educational
institution). At this level the standing plans concerning what is taught, and
how it is taught (timeiables,'methOds, books) are ,applied and, eventually,
reformed. In-some countries there is more freedom available for headmasters
and teachers to innovate, amend their standing plans, than in others. Since
the main question underlying education and educational planning is to deter-
mine the- purposes .of education in the light of the needs of society, here. at,
the 'grass roots' is the level where proposals fOr change may be tested and':,:\
discussed. It is also the place where all educatiohil administration includ
'ing both quantity and quality areultimately foCussed.

Conclusions

Educational planning is the foreward looking'part of educational
administration and the means by which administration can become modernized
in the sense of responding more effectively to the needs for change. If
plans at the national level are to serve aa &guide to action, rather than
'as pigeon hole fodder, they must represent co-Operative technical work at
the four levels of plan formulation,.decision making and implementation.
'National plans for education should reflect preliminary work on goals, pro-
grammes, projects and standihg plans-iniolving the educational' system and
the community. This implies a major training task for educational adminis-
trators and partidularly as concerns the planning staff at.the central,
regionaLand local levels.

O
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